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16/08/2022 
 
Dear Licensing Manager, 
 
Norfolk Police object to the Temporary Event Notice for ICE Nightclub, Riverside Walk, 
Thetford for the 20th of August 2022. This TEN is requesting an extension of licensable 
activities including the sale of alcohol, until 4am which we believe is at risk of undermining 
the licensing objectives, specifically the prevention of crime and disorder.  
 
Police can evidence several incidents where violence has occurred in the terminal hour, at 
about 3am and where intoxication levels are a significant factor. We know previous TENs 
have resulted in disorder and violence at the premises and on dispersal. Police therefore 
assert, the allowing of this TEN has potential to result in a violent incident occurring due to 
the increased period for alcohol consumption.   
 
Police Licensing were already aware of a pattern of disorder and violent incidents at this 
premises and as a result, the management were written to on the 8th of July 2022. A copy 
of this letter has been submitted for the Licensing Committee, requesting for additional 
measures in place to address these concerns.  
 
Police assert that to allow for further extensions of hours when there are already concerns 
for the safety of patrons would not be appropriate.   
  
Please find a timeline to support the police objection. 
 
29th-30th April  
There was disorder at ICE following closure of premises at 0315hrs. A group of 30 
intoxicated people gathered with some goading police. There was only one arrest as it was 
felt there were insufficient police numbers to safely detain more, for Threatening Behaviour 
and Assault Police 0338hrs 30.04.2022 
 



 

 

6th-7th May 
Prior to closure at 0306hrs for Portuguese community event. Female presented with a cut 
hand allegedly sustained from an incident that occurred inside the premises. CCTV was 
not available to be viewed in live time to assist the police initial investigation of the 
incident. 
 
Affray – 0245- 0305hrs investigation ongoing with 4 persons recorded as suspects and a 
complaint from one being the female sustaining a cut hand  
 
Assault ABH 0330hrs – 0340hrs 07.05.2022 Inside ICE, the victim was assaulted by the 
suspect inside the venue.  
Criminal damage 0350hrs 07.05.2022 group of 3 males caused damage to car in King 
Street car park (behind ICE) throwing bottles at it. One suspect was named during the 
earlier affray and forensically linked to the vehicle damage. He admitted the offence during 
interview. 
 
Police reports from 7th May  
 
During a routine public order visit, police have seen several patrons of the club exit and 
congregate outside, and then re-enter, without being scanned/checked on re-entry this 
poses a risk whereby those leaving and re-entering who could be passed weapons/items 
and then re-enter without being checked. This has been witnessed by officers. 
 
During a public order visit by police, they have been invited inside the premises by door 
staff. Once inside police have been met with verbal resistance to a walkthrough by the club 
owner , who has tried to deny entry to police to conduct a walkthrough, stating 
police need to be granted permission/invited in to do this. The walkthrough was completed 
after explanation. 
 
A male has become heavily intoxicated inside ice nightclub and has had to be forcibly 
removed by door staff. Male has then been detained outside by police. The male was 
drunk and had to be escorted home by officers. 
 
Saturday 14th May 
Common Assault and 2x Assault on Police at 2210hrs 14.05.2022 outside ICE male 
approached doorman armed with a bottle and threatened him – he was detained by police 
after a scuffle. 
 
Assault GBH with intent 0319hrs 14.05.2022 Victim exited ICE at closing time and was hit 
over the head with a glass bottle causing 2cm cut to the head 
 
Saturday 2nd July 
Portuguese night 0400hrs extension 
Section 20 unlawful wounding 0255hrs 02.08.2022 Suspect hit victim to face in ICE 
nightclub causing a lump to forehead, a bloodied nose and cut to the top of lip 
 
Section 20 unlawful wounding 0302hrs 02.08.2022 The victim was punched to the head 
knocking him unconscious 
  
CAD NC02072022 refers to the above whereby door staff report a large fight inside that 
was moving outside, asking for emergency assistance with the Portuguese group fighting 
 
Police reports from 2nd July 



 

 

 
Fight in the club, resulting in two counts of ABH. Door staff were evasive as to whether the 
suspects were inside the club and unwilling to assist police in identifying them. No 
assistance was given to police dealing with the injured parties outside the club who were 
agitated and wanted to fight the suspects still inside. It appeared that due to the late 
closing at 0400 people remained in the town centre resulting in disorder. Door staff did not 
assist in dispersing their clientele who were obstructive to police. They did not wear any 
high vis clothing and failed to assist in dispersal. 
 
Male was offered cocaine in the toilets of the nightclub on 02/07/2022 
 
A male was offered cocaine in the toilets of ice nightclub. He did not take any and does not 
know who the person was. Can only describe him as not English. 
 
A plain clothes initiative (Operation Beverage) visiting late night licensed premises across 
Breckland District was held over the weekend. Reports were compiled after each venue 
visit. The following observations were recorded after a visit to ICE Nightclub on Saturday 
14/08/20222 between 0019-0219. 
 
Positive aspects: 
On entry to ICE, door staff scanned ID’s and took a photo which they explained was in the 
interests of staff and customer safety. 
Door staff stationed at fixed points on the premises, two at the entrance (one scanning ID, 
one managing access to ICE), one just inside main door, one by the dance floor and all 
were attentive to what was happening inside the premises. 
At 0045 hours, door staff challenged customers trying to exit the club with drinks. This was 
noticed and challenged immediately by the door staff. 
Patron observed drinking from a glass bottle in the smoking area initially missed by door 
staff however, this was quickly noticed by door staff monitoring this area and challenged. 
 
Negative aspects: 
No bag checks were conducted at the door, lots of people carrying bags in the premises. 
There was a heavily intoxicated male that was so unsteady on his feet that he was trying 
to hold the wall to steady himself, he was not ejected from premises by staff. 
Bar staff were trying to encourage patrons to purchase doubles instead of singles or more 
drinks rather than those you were trying to order.  
There were no toilet checks observed throughout attendance. 
 
 
It is the opinion of Police that these observations and records justify concerns that the 
venue is at risk of failing to promote the crime and disorder licensing objective when the 
hours are extended; and highlights the concerns relating to intoxication and violence. It is 
felt that an extension of hours would not be appropriate as this would give customers 
longer to consume alcohol, become agitated and ultimately violent towards one another, 
door staff and police. 
 
Norfolk Police request that the Licensing Committee carefully consider the Temporary 
Event Notice and whether they are confident that this can be accepted without 
compromising the safety of patrons and staff at the premises.  
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 

 Licensing Officer, Norfolk Police 



 

 

CC Licensing Review Team, Norfolk Police 
        
 


